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Coen van Ham
Coen van Ham (1971) is a Dutch conceptual
designet, architectural designer and soutce
of creatove inspiration . He has stud ied
at Sint Lucas in Boxtel as well as at the
<enowned Destgn Academy in Eindhoven.
Hts design agency COENI is one of the
leading agencies in the Netherlands due to
its tnnovative concepts, much talked about
des<gns and inspinng workshops.
COENI shapes and guards over your most
important possession: the identity of your
enterprise. The designs for yout corporate
tdentity, product and tntenor are all based
on one consistent and powerful concept.
COEN! designs the identity of 3FM, Remco
Claassen, GGZ. City of Eindhoven. HVC, the
Dutch Army, KRO, the Media Academy, the
Poblic Sroadcastmg System, RTL Nederland,
Trave!center Vacansoleil, The Waalres
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1.MCrossover" is very popular in different
design areas nowadays, and what is your
view towards this and is there such design
elements in your works?
Over the years I noticed that a lot of cl ients
searched for their identity. When companies find
their unique DNA, then a designer can create
an identity that is powerful and consistent.
Sometimes companies have to reflect to regain
their soul in this hasty world.
When this DNA is found, COEN! shapes and
guards over it's most important possession :
identity.
All of COEN!'s designs for corporate identity,
product and interior are based on one consistent
and powerful concept.
So for me crossover is not a popular thing from
this era but the only way of consistent and
powerful working.
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2.Environmentally friendly and advanced
materials are very popular today. Are these
materials largely applied in the interior
design? What is the common idea of most
people towards this?
Social conscience and caring for the environment
is an issue for everybody, not specific for a
designer.
Because of the immense number of impulses a
day things are going faster then ever. Also design
has a shorter life cycle. My way of working is
more related to slow living: high quality designs,
perfect use of type, materials and sometimes
a complete identity that grows and improves
over the years, like good wine. I don't believe in
interiors that you can use for only a few years just
because they are trendy now.
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www.coen.info
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3 . Would you please talk about the
fashionable elements applied in the interior
design? And how do you use t hese to
express your creative design ideas?
In the 'identity layer' I always submit to every
interior design, items can be changed easier
than in the interior itself. The foundation of the
interior must be strong and has to be timeless. I
also believe this is the case in all design: graphic,
product, media: a good logotype for example can
also last for years.
I do n't have specific persons or fash ions that
inspire me. I try to create what I have to create. I
follow my own path. Of course there are a lot of
designs. people and designers I appreciate, but
my work is more influenced by life. people. cities
and nature. Interesting people that I meet on the
street or the power of a summer evening in the
woods. or sometimes a busy morning rush in New
York, for example.. By keeping my mind open. r
m influenced and inspired 24 hours a day. Resu lt
is my work: sober, colourful, consistent and clear,
always with content.
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4.Detailed design usually determine the
overall effect, and what is your attitude
towards this?
Actually I don't agree with this. My designs are
based on powerful concepts. I create a powerful
base which transmits a strong and consistent
image that communicates. Of course I like a good
detailed design. And my work is also perfectly
detailed. But you need more for a good design
than only details. The experience of the whole is
much more important than a architectural insiders
detail.
The only th ing you really need is to combine
emotion, function and communication. And
those invisible things I'm adding to my designs.
Feel the space. smell it, hear it and remember it.
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S.How can you balance the pract ical and
artistic feature of the interior space?
All clients that I work for are perfect clientsand
give me artistic freedom. When there is no match
between me and the company I work for. it'
s impossible to create a good design. You have
to convince the client of the quality of good
design. Then there are of course always practical
issues. But when the overall design is powerful.
the concept will be also good when for example
a material has to be changed. The look and feel
of the environment has to be perfect, and when
people that l work with and for are together with
me happy w ith the result: then my mission is
accomplished.
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6 . How can you deal with the different
opinions between your design and your
client s demand?
Everyone is unique. COEN ! has the expertise
needed to tra nslate this uniqueness into a
consistent and powerful corporate identity which
fits like a glove. That's why I started workshops
to let cl ients themselves discover thei r unique
identity. This makes it for me easier to create
afterwards an identity that reflects the soul of
the company. So this identity lasts longer and
communicates stronger. And, more important.
the company creates an identity inside out instead
of outside in.
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7.As a successful designer, in your opinion,
what professional quality is a must?
it's not important whether I am a good or
successful designer. My designs communicate.
That is important. I create designs based on
powerful concepts. This powerful base transmits
a strong and consistent image. The target group
of the company I work for should immediately
know what it is selling and what ifs strong point
is.
I learned how to develop my qualities and to
keep a focus on what I really want. After school
I learned a lot by private study and workshops
for the things I didn't learn at school. Nowadays
I educate these skills like personal development.
creative thinking.
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S.What do you think is your most satisfying
work among your recent creations? What
aspects have you paid more attention to?
At the moment the i nterior and artwork
'Testbeeld' (Test Picture), made for Nederlandse
Publieke Omroep (the Netherlands Broadcasting
Corporation).
The challenge in doing this project was to make
a whole from three different buildings of th is
media corp. Keeping in mind safety measures
yet providing an open environment was equally
important. The next was to ensure the colours
and design did not appear dull and monotonous.
That the media branch heads were progressive in
their thinking helped Coen in getting adventurous
with his design ideas.
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City Apartment
This luxurious city apartment is designed by
COEN! to create a harmonious whole. A
perfect combination of robust, warm and
pure materials like wood, stone, glass and
marmoleum. The use of sober co lors with
colorful accents make it a timeless and stylish
residential.
If there was a piece of furniture not exactly
suitable for this place, Coen made a design
and had it produced. For example the grey
furniture in t he studio, bed, the bamboo
bathroom furniture and th e high gloss white
cupboards in the living are designs by COEN!
Speci al about th i s project is that the
apartment is designed 'upside down': the
design studio is placed on the ground floor,
the sleeping rooms on the first stock and the
living with a beautiful view on top of this.
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